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Survey Methodology: International Developments

Frauke Kreuter

Abstract

Falling response rates and the advancement of technology have shaped the discussion in survey methodology in the last few years. Both led to a notable change in data collection efforts. Survey organizations try to create adaptive recruitment and survey designs and increased the collection of non-survey data for sampled cases. While the first strategy is an attempt to increase response rates and to save cost, the latter is part of efforts to reduce possible bias and response burden of those interviewed. To successfully implement adaptive designs and alternative data collection efforts researchers need to understand error properties of mixed-mode and multiple-frame surveys. Randomized experiments might be needed to gain that knowledge. In addition close collaboration between survey organizations and researchers is needed, including the possibility and willingness to shared data between those organizations. Expanding options for graduate and post-graduate education in survey methodology might help to increase the possibility for high quality surveys.
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Falling response rates (Schnell 1997; Groves and Couper 1998; Atrostic 2001; De Leeuw and De Heer 2002) and the advancement of technology (Couper 2005) have shaped the discussion in survey methodology in the last few years. This section will highlight some of the developments that have resulted from these two trends and the increasing difficulty of conducting surveys in a way that was common and prominent during the 70s, 80s and 90s. It is impossible to capture all of the changes in survey practice during that time frame. Instead, I will address a few developments that are prominently discussed within the survey methodology community and are not captured in the other chapters of this volume.

The developments discussed here share an increased flexibility in data collection efforts while, at the same time, design changes are implemented in a controlled or even randomized way to evaluate their effects on the individual error sources. There is less of a streamlined, recipe-style approach to data collection; we see a move towards techniques that allow for adaptation either to recruit respondents or during the response process to lower respondent burden and interviewer effects. Unlike in Germany, the data infrastructure in the U.S. and U.K. allow for such flexibilities with survey organizations closely tied to scientists at Universities (e.g. University of Michigan), or survey research organizations that act as primary investigators (e.g. NORC for the General Social Survey). In both countries, most of the data collection agencies, used for social science research, are organizations that specialize in surveys for research projects. The companies therefore tend to have incentives to invest in developing the expertise to conduct high quality surveys.

This chapter will begin with a discussion of response rates as a quality indicator for surveys and summarize the current discussion of alternative indicators to response rates. I will then highlight recent developments within survey operations. Many of these developments are reactions to falling response rates and increased worries about nonresponse bias; others are motivated more broadly through the context of total survey error (Groves et al. 2004) or a reaction to changes in technology. The main question behind all these developments is “How can we ensure high quality data collection in changing environments and increase quality in existing ones?”

1. Response Rates and other Survey Quality Indicators

For years survey methodologists as well as the public have focused on response rates as quality indicators (Groves et al. 2008). This focus has changed in recent years. For one, even surveys with traditionally high response rates have fallen below expectations. In addition
empirical evidence over the last decade has increasingly demonstrated that nonresponse rates are poor indicators of nonresponse bias for single survey estimates (Keeter et al. 2000; Curtin et al. 2000; Groves 2006). The shift in focus, away from nonresponse rates towards bias is visible in several ways. It is visible for example in the requirement of a detailed plan to evaluate nonresponse bias before the U.S. Office of Management and Budget approves data collections sponsored by federal statistical agencies. It is also visible in research initiatives to develop alternative indicators for survey quality (Groves et al. 2008).

Those alternative indicators can be grouped into two sets (Groves et al. 2008) – single indicators at the survey level (which is similar to the current use of the response rate), and individual indicators at the estimate level. Among the set of single indicators are variance functions of nonresponse weights (e.g., coefficients of variation of nonresponse weights), variance functions of post-stratification weights (e.g., coefficients of variation of poststratification weights), variance functions of response rates on subgroups defined for all sample cases (both respondents and nonrespondents), goodness of fit statistics on propensity models, and R-indexes (Shouten and Cobben 2007), which are model-based equivalents of the above. Researchers from the Netherlands, UK, Belgium, Norway and Slovenia formed a joint project (RISQ) to develop and study such R-indexes.

The second set of indicators is produced on a survey estimate level. It is evident that nonresponse bias is item specific (Groves and Peytcheva 2008) and thus estimate-level indicators would have the soundest theoretical basis. Examples of estimate specific indicators are: comparisons of respondents and nonrespondents on auxiliary variables; correlation between post-survey nonresponse adjustment weights and the analysis variable of interest (y) measured on the respondent cases; variation of means of a survey variable y within deciles of the survey weights; and fraction of missing information on y. The latter is based on the ratio of between-imputation variance of an estimate and the total variance of an estimate based on imputing values for all the nonrespondent cases in a sample (Little and Rubin 2002; Wagner 2008; Andriege and Little 2008).

All of these attempts rely heavily on the availability of auxiliary variables, such as enriched sampling frames, interviewer observations, or other paradata correlated with the
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1 All data collection conducted or sponsored by the U.S. federal statistical agencies has to be approved by the Office of Management and Budget (OMB), which ensures that performance standards developed by the Interagency Council on Statistical Policy (ICSP) are met (Graham 2006). Conducting or sponsoring is defined here as any information that the agency collects using (1) its own staff and resources, or (2) another agency or entity through a contract or cooperative agreement. The approval by OMB is not just an attempt to reduce burden on the respondents (see Paperwork Reduction Act) but to ensure “that the concepts that are being measured be well known and understood, and shown to be reliable and valid” (Graham 2006). OMB applications require information from the data collection agency on questionnaire design procedures, field tests of alternative versions of their measures, reinterviews with subsamples of respondents, and the like. Pretests and pilot studies are encouraged, and the OMB guidelines spell out how those can be conducted. No criteria are specified to quantify potential measurement error. The development of a plan to evaluate nonresponse bias is required only in cases where projected unit response rate falls below 80 percent.
survey variables of interest. Thus we cannot revise our survey quality indicators without also changing survey operations.

Survey operations, the procedures of data collection, are themselves subject to quality assessment and quality indicators. O'Muircheartaigh and Heeringa (2008) presented a set of criteria at the 3MC conference in Berlin, another example for quality assessment of survey operations are the OMB guidelines. Independent of those guidelines, there are a couple of recent developments in survey operations that are informative for the German data collection context.

2. Survey Operations

While survey methodologists and statisticians are aware of the fact that response rates are a poor indicator of nonresponse error (Keeter et al. 2000; Groves 2006) and are even less suitable as indicator of the overall survey quality (Groves et al. 2004), the drop in response rates has nevertheless engaged survey researchers in rethinking current practices. The increasing difficulty to gain cooperation has heightened the awareness of potential biases in surveys and created a need to evaluate survey procedures given the threat of losing precision through decreasing sample sizes. Changes in field work procedures require cost-quality trade-off decisions.

Surveys conducted with a responsive design use paradata to carryout those cost-quality trade-off decisions during the field work period. Such paradata are not only used to inform decision making during field operations but are increasingly seen as tools to evaluate measurement error or conduct post-survey bias adjustments. Multiple-mode surveys are often a response to cost-quality trade-off analyses prior to the start of the survey, but they are also a reaction to coverage problems that arise when mode-specific frames do not cover the entire population. An extreme form of multiple-mode surveys are those where the respondent recruitment is separated from the actual data capture. The most prominent examples are access panels or opt-in polls (discussed in other chapters of this volume and therefore omitted here).

Responsive Design

Survey organizations have used subsampling and two-phase designs for a long time. However, such design decisions were often only informed by estimates of a current response

---

rate and qualitative information from field supervisors. Those efforts were also hampered by the inability to reach every sample unit in the subsample, and with that the statistical properties in the two-phase design are not necessarily unbiased. The second-phase response rates are related to the efforts used in the second phase, as well as first-phase design characteristics such as nonresponse, mode of data collection, and incentive structure. During the last decade survey organizations within the U.S. and some European countries started to systematically base design decisions on quantitative information gathered during early phases of the fieldwork period. The most prominent and detailed published example is given by the Social Research Center at Institute for Social Research of the University of Michigan and is labeled as responsive design (Groves and Heeringa 2006). These responsive designs are characterized by four features. First, a set of design characteristics is identified that potentially effect cost and errors of survey estimates. Second, this set of indicators is monitored through the initial stages of the data collection. Third, in subsequent phases of the data collection the features of the survey are altered based on cost-error trade-off decision rules. Finally, data from the separate phases are combined into a single estimator. An example of data collected are interviewer hours that are spent calling on sample households, driving to sample areas, conversing with household members and interviewing sample people.

One key element of such a responsive design is the ability to track key estimates as a function of estimated response propensities (conditioned on a design protocol). If survey variables can be identified that are highly correlated with the response propensity, and it can be seen that point estimates of such key variables are no longer affected by extending the field period, then one can conclude that the first phase of a survey (with a given protocol) has reached its phase capacity and a switch in recruitment protocol is advisable. Using non-contact error as an example, one can expect that a given recruitment protocol has reached its capacity if the percentage of households with access impediments stabilizes over repeated application of the recruitment protocol (e.g. repeated call-backs). Applying this method, Groves and Heeringa (2006) concluded for the National Survey of Family Growth cycle-6 field period that 10–14 calls produced stable cumulative estimates on the vast majority of the key estimates. A necessary condition for tracking key survey estimates concurrently is the possibility and willingness of interviewers not only to record respondent data and paradata electronically but also to submit the data in a timely manner to the survey managers. In the case of NSFG, the submissions occurred every evening (Wagner 2008).
Paradata

Paradata (data about the process of data collection) were already mentioned in the previous section as an important tool to guide fieldwork decisions. Increasingly paradata are also used as tools for survey nonresponse adjustment, and for detection and modeling of measurement error. The latter is already more common in Web surveys, where key-stroke files are readily available due to the nature of the task. Even face-to-face surveys now include the capability for electronically capturing survey-process data. Examples are key-stroke files obtained from computer-assisted personal interview (CAPI) or audio computer-assisted self interview (Audio-CASI) surveys (Couper et al. 2008), or through digital recordings of the (partial) interviews.

Paradata of potential use for nonresponse adjustments are collected in conjunction with household listings and when contact attempts are made to sample units. Recently, the U.S. Census Bureau implemented an automated system for collecting contact histories for CAPI surveys (Bates et al. 2006). Other governments have started using similar procedures. For example, the Research Center of the Flemish Government (Belgium) began to use contact forms in their surveys based on the work of Campanelli et al. (1997). The time of contact (day and time), the data collection method (in-person or by telephone), and other information is recorded for each contact attempt with each sample unit (Heerwegh et al. 2007). A standard contact form has also been implemented since 2002 (round one) of the European Social Survey, and contact data were recently released publicly by the U.S. National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS) for the 2006 National Health Interview Survey. Thus contact protocol data increasingly are available for each sample unit which makes those data an attractive source for nonresponse-adjustment variables. Other large survey projects collecting observations of neighborhoods and housing unit characteristics include the 2006 Health and Retirement Study (HRS), Phase IV of the Study of Early Child Care (SECC), the Survey of Consumer Finances (SCF), the National Survey on Drug Use and Health (Cunningham et al 2005), the British Election Study (BES), the British Crime Survey (BCS), the British Social Attitudes Survey (BSA), and the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe (SHARE).

Inspired by Groves and Couper (1998), some researchers linked interviewer observations to the likelihood of response. Copas and Farewall (1998) successfully used the interviewer-assessed interest of sample members about participating in the British National Survey of Sexual Attitudes and Lifestyle as a predictor for the likelihood of response. Lynn (2002) demonstrated how observations on multi-unit structures and door intercoms predict the
amount of effort that is required to contact sample households in the British Crime Survey. Bates et al. (2006) used contact information from the 2005 National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) to predict survey participation. They examined the effect of various respondent questions, concerns, and reasons for reluctance recorded by interviewers on the survey response. For the U.S. National Survey of Family Growth where Groves and Heeringa (2006) used a series of process and auxiliary variables to predict a screening and interview propensity for each active case. Those variables can be grouped into observations on each interviewer, observations on segments made by people listing, observations about each listed housing unit made by people listing addresses, observations on each call to the, observations on each call yielding a contact with a household member, observations for each interviewer day (the number of hours spent travelling to the segment, the number of hours spent on administrative activities, the number of hours spent attempting screening interviews, the number of hours spent attempting main interviews). The expected screening and interview propensities were summed over all cases within a sample segment and grouped into propensity strata. The propensity strata were used by supervisors to direct the work of interviewers. Propensity models using call-record paradata were also estimated for the Wisconsin Divorce Study (Olson 2007) and the U.S. Current Population Survey (Fricker 2007). Both, Olson (2007) and Fricker (2007) then examined measurement error as a function of response propensity. Lately, more studies have tried to establish a relationship between paradata collected during the contact process (or as interviewer observations) and key survey variables (Schnell and Kreuter 2000; Asef and Riede 2006; Olson and Peytchev 2007; Groves et al. 2007; Yan and Raghunathan 2007; Kreuter et al. 2007). A systematic evaluation of the quality of such paradata, however, is very limited. For example, measurement error properties of these data, collected either through interviewer observation or through digital recordings of timing or speech are currently being studied by Casas-Cordero (2008) and Jans (2008).

**Auxiliary variables and alternative frames**

Next to paradata there is a second set of data sources that is now increasingly of interest to survey designers, that of commercial mass mailing vendors. These lists are of interest in the creation of sampling frames, to enhance survey information and to evaluate nonresponse bias.

In face-to-face surveys in the U.S. two methods of in-field housing unit listing are most common. Traditional listing in which listers are provided with maps showing the selected area and an estimate of the number of housing units they will find. Dependent listing in which listers are given sheets preprinted with addresses believed to lie inside the selected area.
Those addresses come either from a previous listing or from a commercial vendor. Listers travel around the segment and make corrections to the list to match what they see in the field. The latter appears to be less expensive (O'Muircheartaigh et al. 2003). There is a third method of creating a housing unit frame, which involves procuring lists of residential addresses from a commercial vendor and identifying those that fall inside the selected areas, geo-coding will be used instead of actual listings. The coverage properties of such frames still under study (Iannacchione et al. 2003; O'Muircheartaigh et al. 2006; Dohrmann et al. 2007; O'Muircheartaigh et al. 2007; Eckmann 2008). Survey research organizations are currently exploring the U.S. Postal-Service delivery sequence files to replace traditionally used PSUs (Census blocks) with Zip-Codes. While this last development is U.S. specific, it is nevertheless of interest as it provides the possibility to stratify with rich datasets, or to pre-inform interviewers about potential residents and their characteristics. This information can be used for tailored designs. In Germany, dependent listing and enhanced stratification was already used for the IAB-PASS study (Schnell 2007).

**Multiple-modes**

Several U.S. federal statistical agencies have explored the use of mixed-mode surveys. The two main reasons mixed-mode studies are usually considered are cost and response rates. There are three prominent types of multiple-mode studies: modes are administered in sequence, modes are implemented simultaneously, and a primary mode is supplemented with a secondary mode (DeLeeuw 2005).

The American Community Survey (ACS), which replaced the Census long form, is an example of a sequential application of modes. Respondents are first contacted by mail, nonrespondents to the mail survey are contacted on the phone (if telephone numbers can be obtained) and finally in-person follow-ups are made to a sample of addresses that remain uninterviewed. Parallel to the primary data collection a method sample is available to examine various error sources (Griffin 2008). The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) is currently using multiple modes for the Current Employment Statistics (CES) program. Firms are initiated into the survey via computer-assisted telephone interview (CATI), kept on CATI for several month, and are then rolled over to touchtone data entry, the internet, fax etc.³ Experiments are undertaken to evaluate measurement error separately from nonresponse error for each of these modes (Mockovak 2008). The National Survey of Family Growth has as its primary mode CAPI, but sensitive information (e.g., number of abortions) is collected through Audio-CASI.

With the attraction of responsive design and the acknowledgement of imperfect sampling frames, mixed-mode surveys are attractive. Research is underway to explore the interaction between nonresponse and measurement error for these designs (Voogt and Saris 2005; Krosnick 2005). The European Social Survey program just launched a special mixed-mode design in four countries to examine appropriate ways of tailoring data collection strategies, and to disentangle mode effects into elements arising from measurement, coverage, and sample selection. Another large scale study within Europe that experiments with mixed-modes is the UK Household Longitudinal Study (UKHLS) under supervision of the Institute for Social and Economic Research. On the administrative side, the Social Research Center at the University of Michigan is currently constructing a new sample management system that will allow more efficient ways to carry out mixed-mode surveys (Axxin et al. 2008). The new system will manage sample across data collection modes (F2F, Telephone, Web and supplementary data modes such as biomarkers, soil samples etc.) and will allow easy transfer of sample between modes and interviewers (e.g., between CAPI and centralized CATI).

Reduction of response burden

Another development related to measurement error can be seen most recently in large scale surveys. Researchers at the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) are investigating survey re-design approaches to reduce respondent burden in the Consumer Expenditure Survey (Gonzalez and Eltinge 2008). One proposed method is multiple matrix sampling, a technique for dividing a questionnaire into subsets of questions and then administering them to random subsamples of the initial sample. Matrix sampling has, for a long time, been used in large-scale educational testing. This method is growing in popularity for other types of surveys (Couper et al. 2008) where respondent burden is an increasing concern. Another method from educational testing that is currently under exploration is adaptive testing. Most applications of this method are currently tested in health surveys but survey issues regarding context effects arise (Kenny-McCoullough 2008).

Interviewer

All of the above mentioned developments have one feature in common. They alter and extend the task interviewers have to perform. In the past there was already a tension between the dual role of interviewers, as they are adaptive and flexible when recruiting respondents into the sample (Groves and McGonagle 2001; Maynard and Schaeffer 2002) and on the other hand neutral question delivery entities with ideally as little individuality as possible to reduce
interviewer effects (Schnell and Kreuter 2005). Now, the number of tasks required from one interviewer is even higher, as they span observations, book-keeping, handling technology, explaining technology, switching between different questionnaire flows, and the like. With this increased burden/expectations on the interviewer, a more careful look at interviewer performance seems necessary. Survey organizations (NORC in the U.S., NatCen and ONS in the U.K.) have already started to analyze interviewer performance across various surveys (Yan et al. 2008) combined with Census data (Durrant et al. 2008) or questionnaires to the interviewer (Jaeckle et al. 2008); others investigate alternatives to conventional interviewers (Conrad and Schober 2007).

Compared to Germany it seems to be more common for U.S. data collection firms to have interviewers that only work for one particular survey organization (and with that are used to a particular survey house culture), or if they work with others those would be social survey research organizations as well. More importantly it is common for interviewers to be trained centrally from the survey agency at the beginning of their employment and at the beginning of new large scale assignments. Unlike in Germany, face-to-face survey interviewers tend to be paid by the hour no by complete cases. This results in a different incentive structure and also opens the possibility for interviewers to spend time on the aforementioned additional tasks. It goes without saying that the costs of face-to-face surveys are often 10-fold of what is common in Germany.

3. Summary

In summary survey methodologists are conducting new and exciting research into the trade-offs between cost and response rates. As part of these efforts research is done on how best to use non-survery data, either to inform about nonresponse bias or measurement error, but also to supplement data collection and reduce respondent burden. Research is under way to understand error properties of mixed-mode and multiple-frame surveys, but conclusive results are lacking. The German data infra-structure initiative has the possibility to contribute to this research. An overarching theme in all of the above mentioned developments is the increased interest in a relationship between various error sources (Biemer et al. 2008). In Germany there are several good opportunities to engage in research related to the intersection of error sources, especially given the exceptional data linkage efforts that have taken; here Germany is clearly taking the lead compared to the U.S. However, what could be improved in Germany is the collaboration between survey organizations and researchers, the amount of data shared
between those organizations and the willingness to systematically allow for randomized
experiments in data collection protocols. In short I would recommend the following:

- Work towards higher quality surveys, especially in the face-to-face field. On step in
  this direction can be the development of survey methodology standards and the
  commitment to adhere to these standards. Those standards should include a minimum
  set of process indicators (metadata), and variables created in the data collection
  (paradata).

- Expanding options for graduate and post-graduate education in survey methodology
  could in addition increase the possibility for high quality surveys.

- Carefully examine interviewer hiring, payment and training structures in German
  survey organizations. Recommendations or minimum requirements regarding these
  issues might also be needed for German government surveys.

- Use the potential of multiple surveys run within the same survey organizations (or
  across) for coordinated survey methodology experiments. As we increase the burden
  on interviewers and try to reduce the burden on respondents many questions will be
  wide open for the survey methodology research area, such as the effect of question
  context through matrix sampling, or the effect of interviewer shortcuts when creating
  sampling frames, or collecting auxiliary data needed for nonresponse adjustment.
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